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Rumor has it Burke Ramsey killed his sister. Once again dark stormclouds have been milling in the

media around the Ramsey family. If the rumors are true has the 20 year old mystery finally been

solved?Are we really any closer to understanding why the six year old beauty queen was murdered,

precisely where in the Ramsey home and exactly how?In this sequel to the bestsellingTHE

CRAVEN SILENCE true crime maestros van der Leek and Wilson shine a light where none have

dared before. The authors peel back layer upon layer of misdirection obscuring the raw eddies of

child psychology. What do the foremost experts on human anthropology say about aggression in

children?This second narrative in a series of three exposes countless contradictions in the

statements of those first suspected of the crime. Were those initial suspicions valid after all, and if

so, what is left, where is left for this "unsolved" case to go?
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What a brilliant exploration of this crime this narrative provides! Always thoroughly researched,

always well written, the authors with Craven silence 2 take readers directly into the machinations

that were always at work regarding both the commission of this crime, and the failure to solve it. In



doing a close observation of all the characters involved, and in particular their attention paid this

family, they provide the reader with an inescapable understanding of how such a hideous crime

could occur on a Christmas night to a little girl who belonged to a seemingly average family, and

one who loved their child. My personal belief is that many who followed this case most probably had

a queasy feeling about those pageants that Jon BenÃƒÂ©t was involved in, and many probably

suspected that these involved more than 'a few Sunday afternoons'. Without the invaluable insight

these authors provide into Patsy Ramseys psyche and their subsequent observations as to how this

impacted the family dynamic, however, one really can't grasp the degree of desperation that was

the Ramsey's sad existence, nor the sidelining of a little boy in the process and the tragic

consequences thereof. I suspect too, that many had a 'niggle' that something was off with this

'picture perfect' family, but again, the authors work here certainly elevates ones understanding and

comprehension of these complexities. For this reader, this study of the family was the 'meat' of this

narrative and answered a plethora of questions, but almost equally important, was their delving into

the politics of the investigation into this case that had its' successful conclusion doomed from the

outset. The outrage the authors expressed as to the deference shown this wealthy family by the

Boulder authorities was shared also by this reader, and their work to do with independent

investigator Lou Smit and the man who hired him, was tremendously enlightening, as well as

revealing. The tragedy of this case, of course, was that it was really always one that was solvable,

and the tragedy of the crime, was that it was one that could have been avoided, as the authors

make tragically and abundantly clear. I highly recommend this narrative to any interested in this

case, but I would also recommend it for the value it holds in giving insight into the human condition,

and just how ones priorities can make or break an individual, or even a family. Simply put, this is

brilliant work.

Well written no holds barred. If you believe the intruder theory these books are not for you. Cannot

wait to dive into Craven Silence 3.

It is like listening to a teenager who thinks they understand people, because they read Peopke

magazine or who thinks they investigated the Ramsey case, because they watched all the specials

about it on TV. What makes it worse us that the authors try unsuccessfully to inject wordy

medaphors that can go on for an entire chapter without saying anything. Really, I am not usually this

hard on authors, but this is pretty bad as far as writing skill goes. The investigative part of journalism

is worse than the writing. Download a sample before buying and you will see what I mean.



Excellent investigative journalism told in a richly expressive narrative. It is not right that the rich are

privileged in the justice system. The fact that the Ramsey's lost a lot of their fortune is some

punishment at least but then they filed their own law suits. I can't believe these people even wrote a

book. The author's reference to Alice in Wonderland, curious and curiouser is apt. Having read their

books on Oscar also, I am beginning to see similarities in the MO of guilty people. Guilty people are

habitual liars and performers: Oscar and the sporting world, Christianity, the media: Patsy and the

pageantry, Christianity, the media. I am struck by how books and movies influence us: Oscar loved

like in a movie: References to movies in the ransom note and my mind was blown by how John

Ramsey's reading material informed upon the cover up, ''this is his daughter he did this to!'. My

mind was blown again by his hiring the FBI investigator/author of this book, 'Mind Hunter: How the

actions or inactions at the crime scene and slips off the tongue betray the guilty: The practice

Ransome notes and Oscars tailored and changing version of events: The corruption, the

misdirection, the manipulation. They're more interested in saving themselves: They're the victims

and not the deceased: They are the victims of the police: Them guarding the body and

contaminating the crime scene: Oscar and John were both seen pacing at the crime scene: The

physical evidence in the crime scenes revealing the truth. My mind was blown by the revelation of

the prior 911 call 3 days before the death of Jon Benet which coupled with Burke previously hitting

his sister with a golf club, reveals the real reason that the Ramsey's have been protecting Burke.

The most important piece of DNA evidence at the scene is revealed. My mind was blown by the

revelation that John Ramsey was in the Navy and had a sail boat which informs upon the cover up.

The details around the misdirection story of the Helgoth suspect is disturbing. Now Burke is suing

for more than his parents were prepared to pay for a 'reward' with CBS, true heroes that they are,

welcoming the chance to have this case heard in court. There is dysfunction in all families but the

dysfunction in this affluent family has made me grateful for my working class upbringing and that my

father made sure to treat my sister and I equally. This book brought up memories of mine and my

sisters birthdays and Christmases.

its okay

This author takes all mental roads in this book. He is not afraid to cut thru the bs to get to the truth

Part 2 of The Craven Silence does not disappoint. In this installment we join the authors, as they



delve deeper into the psyche of a nine year old boy. A boy who may have resented living in the

shadow of his pretty and adored younger sister. Were there warning signs that the Ramseys

ignored? Was Jonbenet's death attributable to parental neglect? Fascinating questions, I think you

will agree.
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